We present algorithms for automatic verification of equivalences between probabilistic processes. The equivalences we shall verify are testing type equivalences, based on probabilities for probabilistic processes to perform strings of observable events when interacting with different environments (or tests). Our algorithms are based on a recent polynomial-time algorithm for establishing language equivalence of probabilistic automata by Tzeng. We show that the time complexity of our algorithms is polynomial with respect to the number of states in the compared processes.
Introduction
During the last decade several theories for specifying and analysing the behavior of concurrent processes have emerged (e. The work presented in this paper is based on the probabilistic process model described in [Ch 90b, Ch 90c]. We shall present efficient algorithms for verification of three equivalences for probabilistic processes: probabilistic trace equivalence (=~), probabilistic failure equivalence (=fc), and strong probabilistic test equivalence (=sic).
The equivalences we shall consider are based on probabilities for processes to perform strings of observable events, when interacting with different types of tests. Verification of an equivalence between two processes involves showing that these probabilities are equal for all strings of observable events and all tests. For recursive processes, verification requires that an infinite number of probabilities are examined. The verification algorithms presented in this paper are based on finding finite subsets of probabilities for the compared processes, whose equality implies equivalence of all probabilities. To find such finite subsets efficiently, we adopt ideas from an algorithm for establishing language equivalence of probabilistic automata by Tzeng [Tz] .
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we def'me the probabilistic process model and the equivalences. The verification algorithms are presented in section 3. The complexity of these algorithms is examined in section 4. In section 5 we summarize the results.
Process Model and Equivalences
In this section we shall define the probabilisdc process model and the equivalences.
Probabilistic Processes
The operational behavior of probabilistic processes is modeled in [Ch 90b, Ch 90c], using Plotldn's notion of transition systems [P1 81], extended with probabilities.
Definition 2.1.1 A finite labeled probabilistic transition system (PTS) is a triple, (S, E, x), where: 9 S is a finite set of states, ranged over by s, s', sl, s2, etc.
9 E=Lu{x}, where xc~L, is a finite set of events (ranged over by e, e', etc.), L is a finite set of observable events (ranged over by a, a', etc.), and x is an unobservable event. Sl" 
2.2

Equivalences
In this subsection we define three equivalences for probabilistic processes, based on probabilities for processes to perform strings of observable events when interacting with different types of environments.
First we shall discuss the role of the environment on the transition probabilities in a probabilistic process. When setting the probabilities for the transitions of a process at a state s, we assume that all the observable events that can be performed at s are offered by the environment (we also assume that the process can perform x's regardless of which events are offered by the environment). If only a subset of the observable events at s are offered, we normalize the probabilities for the possible transitions at s, so that the sum of these probabilities is 1. The normalization is done in such a manner, so that the relative probabilities between the transitions that can be performed remains the same, as if all observable events were offered. For example, for process s in figure 2.1.1, if only a is offered by the environment, the normalized probabilities for a and "c would be 3/4 and 1/4, respectively.
Formally, we shall regard the environment of a probabilistic process as a string of sets of observable events, with which the process can interact. Our equivalences are based on probabilities for processes to perform strings of observable events, when offered strings of offerings. As an example, consider sl in figure 2.1.1. We wish to compute the probability for process sl to perform the string of observable events ab, when {a,b} {b} is offered. Since x's are unobservable there can be an arbitrary number of x's interleaved in the string (e.g. xnaxmb, where nZ,0 and m~). First we compute the probabilities for performing all xna strings when {a,b} is offered (1/2 for a and 1/4 for xa), and from the states reached immediately after a and xa (sl and sl"), we compute the probabilities for performing all xmb strings when {b} is offered (1 for both xb and b). We then multiply our results to obtain the probabilities for performing xab and axb, and sum these probabilities to obtain the probability for performing the string of observable events ab: (1/2). 1 + (1/4). 1 = 3/4.
To define a function which computes such string probabilities, we need to formalize the notion of 'states reached immediately after a string of observable events is performed'.
Definition 2.2.2 (Just-after states) Let (S,Lu{x},~) be a PTS. A function for computing the states reached in a probabilistic process immediately after a string of observable events is performed, Just.after: 2Sx L* --) 2 s, is defined for all S'c_S, a~L and ~L*, as:
1) Just-after(S',e) = S' 2) Just-after(S',ao) = Just-after({s'~S l 3s~ S'.s xna ~s'},or)
We can now define a function which computes specific string probabilities (e.g. for process sl in figure 2.1.1, the probability forsl x"a ~sr when only {a} is offered). Note that gt., reflects the normalization procedure (note in particular that due to the conditions in rule 3, Y.e.eL,ulxl,s..esn(S,e',s '') ~ 0). For any probabilistic process s, we use Q.' to compute the probability for performing a string 6 (when offered a string of offerings o), starting at s and terminating at a state s' in the set Just-after({s},t~). For two of the equivalences we shall define a function, with which environments that restrict processes to only performing a specific string of events can be defined. We can now define three equivalences which distinguish processes by probabilities for performing strings of observable events when interacting with: environments that restrict the processes to performing specific strings of events (=tr), environments that restrict the processes to performing specific strings of events followed by any set of events (=fc), and any 
OSs,o,a) = O~s',o,a)
A set of offering-event string pairs, which characterizes =ste, is defined below. 
Verification Algorithms
In this section wc introduce a matrix representation for the (2..' values associated with a probabilistic process, adopted from probabilistic automata [Pa 71]. Using this matrix representation we define algorithms for verification of the equivalences presented in section 2. Our algorithms are based on an algorithm for establishing language equivalence of probabilistic automata by Tzeng [Tz] . The main idea behind the algorithms is, for any two processes, to find
Preliminaries
In this subsection we shall define matrices and vectors associated with a probabilistic process, which can be used to compute Qvalues. The matrices we shall define contain the Q'values for a process. Since by the definition of Q', a Q'value greater than 0 is only possible for the states in a process reached just-after a string of events is performed, it is convenient to have a special notion for these 'just-after states'. We shall now define a matrix which contains the Q'values for a probabilistic process for a specific offering-event pair.
Definition 3.1.2 (Matrix of probabilities for an offering-event pair) Let (S,Lu{x},r0 be a PTS. For all s~ S, L'~ O and a~ L we define the matrix:
bls(L',a) is a square matrix of order IJas(s)l, indexed by the states in Jas(s).
We use definition 3.1.2 to define a matrix of probabilities for a pair of offering-event strings. In order to express the Qvalues for a process in terms of the previously defined matrices, we need to define two vectors. 
~s,o,o) = ~.M'(o,o).rl"
Proof The proof uses the definitions of Q V ~, rl" and proposition 3.1.1 (see [Ch 91]).
Algorithms for Verification of =ste and =tr
In this subsection we shall define =ste and =tr in terms of ~, M and rl. Using these definitions, we develop verification algorithms for the equivalences. We shall begin with =ste.
Proposition 3.2.1 Let (S,Lu{x},~x) be a PTS. For any s,s'eS: s =stes" r V(o,cr)~Eq: ~s.MS(o,o).rl s = ~s'.MS'(o,o).ris"
Proof Follows directly from propositions 2.2.1 and 3.1.2. We shall express =ste using the direct sum construct. 
From proposition 3.2.1 follows that we can verify =ste between two probabilistic processes s and s', by comparing if: ~S-M S(o,o).aqs=~s'.M S'(o,cr).rlS', for all (o,o)e
while queue is not empty do Since the approach for verification of =iris the same as the one used for verification of =ste, we shall only indicate the necessary modifications. In analogy to the definition of Lst e, we define a (=tr)-linear space, f-u, as:
and if tl is a basis for s then analogously to lemma 3.2.1 we have that:
.rlS, = 0 Algorithm 1 can be easily changed to find a basis for Ltr by changing line (9) to:
The revised algorithm is given in full in [Ch 91].
An Algorithm for Verification of =fe
In this subsection we shall define =re in terms of the direct sum construct. Using this definition, we develop a verification algorithm for =ft. 
Complexity Analysis
To determine the complexity of verifying =i (for i~ {tr,fe,ste}), we need to consider: i) the complexity of constructing the matrices required for the verification algorithm for =i and ii) the complexity of the verification algorithm for =i.
The complexity of constructing matrices is defined by the number of matrices required times the complexity of constructing each matrix. If we take into consideration that IJas(s)l + IJas(s')l < ISsl + ISs,I, the complexity of the verification algorithms for =tr, =re and =ste becomes: O((ISal + ISs,I)4).
Summary of Results
We have presented algorithms for automatic verification of three equivalences for probabilistic processes. The verification algorithms are based on a matrix representation from probabilistic automata [Pa 71], and a polynomial-time algorithm for establishing language equivalence of probabilistic automata by Tzeng [Tz] .
The time complexity of the verification algorithms is shown to be O((ISsl § ISs,I)4 ), where ISsl and ISs,I represent the number of states for the compared processes. It should be noted that the algorithms for verification of the =tr and =re equivalences for probabilistic processes, stand in contrast to the computationally much harder algorithms for verifying the 'corresponding' equivalences for non-probabilistic processes. For example, for non-deterministic finite state automata, the problems of verifying trace and failure equivalence are known to be PSPACEcomplete [KS 90].
